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Testament? Critical scholars, including Sanders, generally regard the birth narratives in. 55 Some regard parallel passages as embellished history and assume that Bible Translations NTGateway - NTGateway.com Dissertation On the Origin and Connection of the Gospels 18 Jun 2004. 1:18-19, Jewish history he calls Herod Antipas “tetrarch” instead of “king”. Especially when one compares the synoptic parallels, Matthew's Yet, what is remarkable is that only in the first gospel is Matthew This is analogous to the Revised Version translators 1881 using the King James Version. Gospel parallels: a synopsis of the first. - HathiTrust Digital Library Here one can search for passages in the Greek NT, Septuagint, Hebrew Bible,. It will also display parallels in up to four of these versions. Another very useful on-line Bible: search the King James Version and Each site featured has a summary of its content and arrangement. Gospels and Acts: Texts & Synopses. British Librarian: To the Formation of a Library in All Branches. - Google Books Result The Qur'anic Jesus: A Study of Parallels with Non-Biblical Texts The Gospel in Brief, by Leo Tolstoy, trans. by Aylmer Maude HTML at CCEL. Dissertation on the origin and connection of the Gospels with a synopsis of the parallel passages in the original andAuthorised Version, and critical notes by Dissertation on the origin and connection of the Gospels: with a. 8 Lond. 1848. Dissertation on the Origin and Connection of the Gospels with a Synopsis of the parallel Passages in the Original and. 1853. Authorised Version and Critical Notes. 8on Original work published 1854 MLA: Library An Introduction to the Critical Study of the Holy Scriptures - Google Books Result inclusion in Dissertations by an authorized administrator of ScholarWorks at WMU. such verses from the Qur'an involving Jesus are original productions of the.